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L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE DU CANADA, LIMITEE

L'électricité et l'économie canadienne

par

J.G. Melvin

Résumé

La consommation de l'électricité au Canada a suivi le produit
national brut (PNB) durant toute la période écoulée de 1961 à 1979 avec
un taux de croissance annuel équivalant à 1.275 fois le taux de croissance
du PNB.

Les données recueillies dans la province d'Ontario révèlent
une corrélation semblable, mais elles montrent une demande accélérée
par rapport au produit provincial brut depuis 1973 peut-être â cause
du remplacement du pétrole par l'électricité pour des raisons de coût.

On commente, dans ce rapport, la relation notée entre l'élec-
tricité et le PNB. On estime que la croissance de la demande d'élec-
tricité et l'expansion économique se renforcent mutuellement.

On prévoit que les taux futurs de croissance de la population
et du PNB par habitant vont avoir des hauts et des bas. Compte tenu
de taux appropriés pour le remplacement du pétrole, il est possible
d'établir des prévisions en ce qui concerne la croissance de la demande
d'électricité jusqu'à la fin du siècle.

La conclusion est que la demande d'électricité croîtra
probablement à une cadence proche du taux traditionnel de 7% par an,
sauf (1) si la stagnation économique continue, (2) si la croissance
de la population est minimale et (3) si l'électricité ne remplace pas
le pétrole sur une grande échelle.
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ABSTRACT

Electricity consumption in Canada bore a fixed relationship to real
Gross National Product (GNP) throughout the period 1961 to 1979, with an
annual growth rate equal to 1.275 times GNP growth rate.

Data for the Province of Ontario reveal a similar correlation, but
suggest an accelerated demand relative to Gross Provincial Product since
1973, perhaps due to cost-inducp.d substitution of electricity for oil.

The significance of the electricity/GNP relationship is discussed.
Electricity demand growth and economic expansion are seen to be mutually
reinforcing.

High and low values are estimated for future growth rates of
population and pcr-capita GNP. Combined with appropriate rates of oil
substitution, these yield projections of electricity demand growth to the
end of the century.

It is concluded that electricity demand is likely to grow at close
to the traditional rate of 7% p.a. unless (1) economic stagnation
continues, (2) population growth is minimali and (3) electricity fails to
substitute for oil on a significant scale.
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ELECTRICITY AND THE CANADIAN ECONOMY

1. INTRODUCTION

After many decades of steady growth at an annual rate of

about 7%, electricity demand in Canada slowed in 1974. The

deceleration is generally attributed to two principal factors,

economic slowdown and electricity conservation, but there is little

agreement on the relative weights to be assigned to the two.

Demand forecasting by electric utilities has become uncertain while

project lead times have lengthened for other reasons. Planning of

new capacity has therefore become increasingly difficult and

subject to public debate.

This paper examines the historical relationship between

electricity demand and economic growth, discusses the economic role

of electricity in the light of this relationship and hence projects

electricity demand in Canada to the end of the century.

The analysis lies on the borderline between technology and

economics and is open to criticism from both sides; the main

purpose of the paper is to stimulate constructive discussion.

2. ELECTRICITY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

2.1 Electricity Demand versus GNP: World

Whatever their positions in the debate about the role of

electricity, most participants agree that economic growth is
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desirable, even necessary. At one pole of opinion, energy

conservationists such as Brooks'*' claim that a low-energy

strategy would not prevent economic growth; they merely argue that

electricity represents a wasteful use of energy except for purposes

such as lighting, communication and motive power which constitute

only a small portion of total energy consumption. At the opposite

pole, Felix^)^ fOr example, identified electricity as the

locomotive of economic growth and a means of conserving energy.

His analysis is a particularly useful contribution because, while

most studies focus on the relationship between energy consumption

and gross national product (GNP) and thus obscure the specific role

of electricity, Felix separated the two quantities - total energy

and electricity.

Using United Nations energy statistics and World Bank

economic data for the years 1972 to 1977, he showed that GNP growth

correlates with electricity growth, but not with total energy. He

described a "lock-step" relationship between per-capita electricity

consumption and per-capita GNP. While the electricity/GNP ratio

differed widely from one country to another, the pattern in each

country persisted through the period studied, which straddled the

1973 oil embargo.

2.2 Electricity Demand versus GNP: Canada

The picture was presented in sharper focus by Clayton^)

who plotted Canadian electricity consumption against real

(constant-dollar) GNP and found that the data closely followed a

fitted curve of the type:

(electricity consumption) = a (GNP)*3

A correlation of this type is shown in Figure 1. The fit is
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extremely good and was virtually undisturbed by the "oil shocks"

which disrupted the economies of Canada and most other countries.

The relationship that existed in the booming 1960*s continued

through the retarded growth and inflation of the 1970's.

There is some evidence in Figure 1 that electricity demand

even increased relative to GNP during the last three or four years,

perhaps indicating some substitution of electricity for oil.

The 1979 data point is of particular interest because it

illustrates a common difficulty of interpretation. The annual

review of electricity published by the Government of Canada^),

contains a chart of electrical intensity (kW«h per dollar of

GNP) versus year. The curve is not smooth but contains several

kinks including a downward slope from 1978 to 1979. Although this

kink is less pronounced than several others, the review comments:

"The reasons for this markedly lower level of electricity demand

increase are not obvious at present. The economic growth during

1979, as measured by real Gross National Product, was about 2.9%,

down from 3.4% in 1978. This small decline in economic growth can

explain only a small portion of the large decline in growth of

electricity demand." This illustrates the confusion inherent in

time-based analysis of electricity demand; the relationship between

electricity and GNP is obscured by variations in the rate of GNP

growth. Plotted on a GNP base, as in Figure 1, the difference

between 1978 and 1979 does not appear significant. Moreover, by

plotting electrical intensity against GNP, as in Figure 2, it can

be shown that 1978 was anomalously high rather than 1979 being low.

(The solid curve in Figure 2 is derived from the fitted curve of

Figure 1. The two lines labelled "Ontario" are included for

reference and will be discussed later.)
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2.3 Electricity Demand versus GPP: Ontario

Electricity consumption in Ontario is plotted against Gross

Provincial Product (GPP) in Figure 3 and a fitted curve is shown

for reference. The curve is of the same form as that in Figure 1,

but has different values of the.coefficients.

The last five years lie well above the curve; the smaller

divergence of the Canadian data (Figure 1) might be due entirely to

Ontario, which consumes about one-third of the electricity in

Canada. A second curve has been fitted to the 1975-1979 Ontario

data to recognize the possibility that a new trend has been

established.

Apart from its apparent acceleration in recent years the

Ontario curve is characteristically similar to the Canadian curve,

reinforcing the argument that economic growth and electricity

consumption are closely related.

3. IMPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY/GNP RELATIONSHIP

3.1 Electrical Intensity

The electrical intensity shown in Figure 2 represents total

electricity demand divided by total GNP. The electricity/GNP

relationships derived from Figure 3 for Ontario have been used to

make the projections represented by the two broken lines in Figure

2. As noted earlier, the higher of the two curves represents

recent performance, which has perhaps diverged from the longer-term

characteristic embodied in the lower curve.

Electrical intensity in Ontario is lower than in Canada as a

whole, the 1979 values being 1.99 and 2.49 kW-h/$,

respectively. This observation is at first surprising, given that

Ontario is the largest and most industrialized province and

accounts for about one-third of Canada's population and economic
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activity. The electrical intensity of Canada, however, is heavily

influenced by the intensity in the two largest provinces after

Ontario; both Quebec and British Columbia are about 30% more

electricity-intensive than Ontario. The high intensity in these

two provinces can be attributed to exploitation of their relatively

large hydroelectric resources.

A second observation from Figure 2 is that electrical

intensity in Ontario is increasing more rapidly than that in Canada

as a whole.

The electrical intensity of incremental GNP, as distinct

from total GNP, is measured by the slope of the electricity versus

GNP curve. For Canada (Figure 1), the slope is 3.15 kW«h/$ at

the 1979 GNP of $130 billion. At the 1979 Ontario GPP of $50

billion (Figure 3), the slopes oi: the solid and broken curves are

2.67 and 3.07 kW«h/$, respectively. In round numbers, three

kilowatt-hours of electricity, with a retail value of about ten

cents, is associated with each added dollar of GNP.

3.2 Conservation

Growth of electricity demand in most industrial countries has

declined sharply since 1973 and load forecasts have followed suit.

Various reasons are given for the uecline, amounting to a general

consensus that it is due partly to economic slowdown and partly to

conservation, with no clear indication of the relative impacts of

the two.

The data presented here indicate that the decline is due

entirely to economic slowdown and that conservation of electricity

has in fact been negative; electrical intensity has, if anything,

increased more rapidly during the post-1973 economic slump than it

did before.
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There has, however, been very substantial "conservation" of

electricity through retardation of GNP growth; electricity has kept

pace with economic growth, but the latter has fallen below expected

and desired levels. For reference, GNP and electricity demand are

plotted on a time base in Figure 4 which shows the amount of

electricity conservation that has been achieved and the cost in

GNP. The cost is approximately the incremental amount discussed

earlier, i.e., three kilowatt-hours are conserved for each dollar

of foregone GNP, a conservation cost of 33<:/(kW«h) . In this

sense it costs about ten times more to conserve electricity than to

produce it.

3.3 Elasticity of Demand

The relationship derived in Figure 1 can be rearranged as

follows to define the relative growth rates of electricity

consumption (E) and GNP (G):

E = aGb

dE unb-l dG

dF = abG ' dF

[100 dE _ abGb 100 dG , 100 dG

" 1 ~ * dtj ~ ~T ' ~G~ * dt = b # I~G~ ' dtj

The terms in square brackets are percentage rates of change. Thus,

a GNP growth rate of 1% per year results in an electricity growth

rate of 'b'% per year. The value of 'b' deduced in Figure 1 is

1.275, so that the traditional electricity growth rate of 7% p.a.

can be associated with an economic growth rate of 5.5% p.a., which

was typical of the "pre-oil-crisis" years. Current economic growth
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rates of 2-3% p.a. imply electricity growth rates in the range

2.5-4.0% p.a.

In economics terminology, the coefficient 'b' is the

"elasticity" of electricity demand with respect to GNP.

3.4 Load Forecasting

Electric utility load forecasts have been severely criticized

in recent years for their consistent over-estimation of demand

growth. It appears from the foregoing that electricity demand

forecasting per se is simple; the problem is GNP forecasting, and a

solution does not seem to be available.

4. CAUSE VERSUS EFFECT

4.1 Reversible Relationship

To this point it has been implicitly assumed that

electricity demand is a dependent variable responding to GNP. If

this is the case, bur resources of low-cost electricity can come

into play when economic growth resumes, but cannot be used to

bring about economic recovery. Is it possible that the

assumption is false and that electricity can serve as an

instrument of economic recovery? Could the relationship b "-.ween

electricity and GNP be reversible to some extent?

The question is important because if electricity

consumption is merely a consequence of economic activity it needs

no special attention, but if GNP responds to electricity the

latter becomes a matter of national' economic policy, a means by

which economic growth can be engineered.
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There are reasons for believing that the electricity/GNP

relationship can operate in both directions, so that electricity

can be, to use Felix' description, an economic "locomotive"

rather than just a GNP caboose.

The arguments which follow are qualitative and do not prove

the point; the difficulty, well known to economists, is that a

quantitative argument must employ statistics and statistics

cannot discriminate between cause and effect. Generally, however,

a given factor is neither one thing nor the other, but some of

each.

The production and consumption of electricity are economic

activities which employ labour and capital, thus contributing to

GNP, but unless the cycle of production and consumption produces

a net gain, GNP is not increased; activity is merely diverted

from some other, perhaps more productive, activity. The

construction of generating stations connected to resistance banks

would not stimulate the economy.

The electricity resource does, however, offer two general

possibilities for economic growth: oil substitution and

industrial expansion.

4.2 Oil Substitution

The substitution of electricity for imported oil has been

shown to be feasible and profitable'^); the use of

electricity to release domestic oil for export at the world price

would also be profitable. Oil substitution would therefore

generate productive activity with a consequent increase in GNP.

The Federal off-oil policy recognizes the need for oil

substitution and provides incentives.
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Apart from specifics, it can be argued on principle that

the expanded use of electricity need not be merely a consequence

of economic growth, but might also be a cause. The worldwide

economic slowdown which has persisted since the mid 1970's is

generally attributed to the oil price shocks administered by

OPEC. If the problem was caused by sudden 'increases in the cost of

one form of energy (oil), it is reasonable to expect that it can be

at least partially relieved by another form having a stable and

affordable cost (electricity). An energy transition is occurring

and, as one Canadian policy study'**' pointed out, electricity

is emerging as the standard of energy cost, a role previously held

by oil.

The relationship between electricity and oil is critical

and perhaps unstable. A paradox described by Foley''' arises

because of heavy dependence on oil; when oil is plentiful there is

little incentive to find a substitute, but when oil becomes scarce

it is too late to provide a substitute and, in any event, the

resulting economic slowdown inhibits substitution by reducing both

energy demand and the availability of capital. Using oil price as

a lever, the OPEC cartel is thus in a position to regulate the

world economy at a chosen level. The need to escape from this oil

trap is in itself an argument for rapid conversion to electricity

even in the absence of a cost incentive.

The Canadian economy is much more oil-intensive than

electricity-intensive. Crude oil consumption was 111,573

megalitres in 1979^8), or 1.9 million barrels per day, which

incidentally was an increase of 7% over the previous year. This

represents an energy intensity of 9.2 kW.h per dollar (1971)

of GNP, versus 2.5 kW.h/$ for electricity. This comparison

is misleading in terms of useful energy because the crude oil

sustains losses in refining and Is consumed by the final user at

very low efficiencies relative to electricity use. On any basis
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of comparison, however, oil intensity is greater than that of

electricity. Perhaps most important, crude oil consumption

evaluated at the current world price of $40 per barrel has a cost

of 22 cents per dollar (1971) of GNP, or about double that of

electricity. Any substitution of electricity for oil will reduce

the vulnerability of the economy to restraint and disruption by

external forces, thus contributing to growth and, just as

important, stability.

4.3 Industrial Opportunities

Canada's generally low electricity costs relative to other

industrial countries and its almost unique prospect of

electricity cost stability offer a comparative economic advantage

in electricity-intensive products. This, combined with abundant

natural resources which require large energy inputs for their

production, offers a range of opportunities for expansion. There

is also an array of electricity-intensive manufacturing

processes, the number of which will grow as electricity displaces

oil for reasons of cost and environmental concern. The potential

role of electricity as an economic stimulant is embodied in the

"BILD" program recently announced by the Ontario

government.^''

4.4 Interdependence

Kven if the potential of electricity as an economic booster

is accepted, there remains the objection that an open economy

such as Canada's is largely governed by the economies of its

trading partners, especially the United States. The analogies

are numerous; for example, "if the U.S. gets a cold, Canada gets

pneumonia". This logic leads to the conclusion that the Canadian

economy cannot make an independent recovery, but must await the

resumption of growth elsewhere.
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While this might be partially true, it does not prevent

Canada from shifting from foreign oil to domestic electricity and

it does not reduce the need to do so. The shift would provide

some economic stimulus and would strengthen the ability of the

economy to expand when the opportunity arises.

5. POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY

5.1 Influences

It has been shown that electricity demand is closely tied to

GNP. Projections of future GNP are speculative because they

include economic and demographic factors, both of which are

uncertain. By separating the two, however, it is possible at least

to identify reasonable limits.

Another major influence will be the extent to which

electricity increases its share of the energy market and, in

particular, the extent to which it substitutes for oil.

The following sections examine these three influences -

per-capita GNP, population and oil substitution - to identify an

appropriate range for each and then combine them to determine the

corresponding electricity growth rates.

The period of interest is from now to the end of the century

because this is generally seen as the time during which major

adjustments in energy supply and demand must be made, both globally

and within Canada. It is the period within which Canada expects to

achieve or exceed oil self-sufficiency.

Most projections suggest declining rates of population and

GNP growth during the period, whether the rates themselves are high
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or low, but for projection purposes the discussion will be framed

in terms of constant rates representing averages over the period.

5.2 Per-capita GNP

The historical variation of per-capita GNP, shown in Figure

5, reveals two distinct trends. A growth rate of 4.09% per year

was maintained through the nineteen sixties and into the seventies.

From 1973 the rate dropped abruptly to 2%, presumably in response

to oil price and supply shocks, and has remained at that rate. The

two growth rates indicated in Figure 5 can be taken as reasonable

limits; the higher rate can be regarded as a target representing

adequate performance of the economy, while the lower rate is

generally regarded as unsatisfactory. The mean of the two rates is

3.04X.

5.3 Population

Demographic projections are subject to wide uncertainty.

Statistics Canada gives three projections of population based on

different assumptions about fertility, migration and

mortality^10). Annual growth rates for the three projections,

averaged over the period 1981-2001, are 1.577, 1.133 and 0.831 per

cent.

5.4 Oil Substitution

Any assumption about the rate of oil substitution must be

arbitrary. The rate is likely, however, to relate somehow to

economic growth. Rapid growth provides opportunity and cash flow

for substitution while slow growth reduces both; conversely, the

cost-effective substitution of electricity for oil contributes to

economic growth.
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There are two kinds of electricity/oil substitution:

technological and cost-induced. Technological substitution occurs

when a new material, process or product displaces an older one

which required more oil and less electricity for its production.

An example would be the use of oxygen in metal smelting; the oxygen

is produced electrically and its use reduces oil consumption. Such

changes occur regularly for reasons of efficiency, quality or

pollution abatement; they are not motivated by energy consider-

ations and any resulting substitution of electricity for oil is

incidental. This type of substitution is assumed to be included in

the Figure 1 relationship of electricity to GNP.

Cost-induced substitution, in contrast, is a direct response

to changing energy costs, current or expected. Until recently,

electricity has been more costly than oil so that this kind of

substitution did not occur. Cost-induced substitution would

superimpose an additional electricity demand on top of the existing

trend, thus increasing the magnitude of the elasticity factor. As

noted earlier, Figure 3 offers evidence of such an acceleration in

Ontario during the past few years.

With oil now more costly than electricity by a margin that is

expected to widen during the forecast period, cost-induced

substitution can be expected to increase.

An earlier study'^) concluded that the cost-induced

displacement of about 127,000 m3/d (800,000 b/J) of oil by

electricity would be feasible and desirable by the end of the

century. This is taken as the high case for present purposes;

one-quarter of this level is chosen as a reasonable lower limit.
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5.5 Electricity Demand Growth

The population and per-capita GNP data estimated above are

assembled in Table l.A to produce low, mean and high electricity

growth rates of 3.6%, 5.3% and 7.2%, respectively. These

projections are made by simply applying the relationship of

Figure 1 (elasticity = 1.275) and hence include no cost-induced

substitution.

The estimated rates of oil substitution are superimposed in

Table l.B. The amount of electricity required is calculated on the

basis that 1 unit of electrical energy is equivalent to 1.5 units

of oil energy, to allow for the relative utilization efficiencies

of the two energy forms. The resulting low, mean and high growth

rates are 4.2%, 6.4% and 8.4%, respectively.

5.6 Discussion

The annual growth rates of electricity demand projected in

Table 1 range from a low of 3.6% to a high of 8.4%. The lowest

projection is both unlikely and undesirable. It is unlikely

because it assumes minimum population growth and no cost-induced

oil substitution; it is undesirable because of the low growth of

per-capita GNP.

The highest projection is unlikely because it assumes high

population and GNP growth and also because it would be difficult to

achieve, given the long lead times required for capacity expansion

and the relatively low rates of expansion currently planned.

The most likely projection therefore is in the range 5.3 to

7.2% p.a. The most desirable rate is at the high end of this

range. Such a rate, around IX p.a., would accommodate either the

combined high population and per-capita GNP growth rates, or a
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substantial amount of oil substitution, although it would not

accommodate both.

The electricity growth rates estimated for the oil

substitution cases (Table 1.8) imply an elasticity of about 1.5, an

increase of 18% over the observed value of 1.275. This can be

regarded as a minumum value, from, the standpoint of oil

substitution; with moderate GNP growth rates it does not take full

advantage of the substitution opportunity. It is perhaps a

realistic value, however, because slow GNP growth would make rapid

substitution unlikely, while rapid GNP growth would require

accelerated electrical expansion even in the absence of significant

substitution.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the historical relationship between electricity

demand and economic growth, coupled with the characteristics of oil

supply and demand, leads to the following conclusions.

6.1 A close relationship has existed in most countries between

electricity demand and GNP. This relationship has not been

significantly disturbed by drastic increases in oil pricej by

energy conservation, or by economic recession. About 3 kW«h

of electricity is associated with each one-dollar increase in

Canadian GNP, whether GNP grows slowly or rapidly.

6.2 There is evidence in the data for Canada and for Ontario that

the electricity/GNP relationship is beginning to change. The trend

- is in the direction of increasing electrical intensity. The new

trend can be interpreted as an emerging demand for electricity to

substitute for oil in response to evolving perceptions of the

relative costs and dependability of oil and electricity.
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6.3 By virtue of its ability to control the price and the

supply of oil, the OPEC cartel has the power to regulate economic

growth in oil-importing countries and to de-stabilize the global

economy. This instability acts to inhibit oil substitution by

removing the incentive when oil is in good supply and, through

economic recession, removing the means when oil supply is tight.

6.4 Canada has the resources to substitute electricity for oil.

This substitution would generate economic expansion and produce

net savings, which means that electricity demand can be a cause

of economic growth, not just a consequence. By prolonging

the ability of the oil cartel to control Canada's economy, failure

to substitute electricity for oil can inhibit economic recovery.

6.5 Resumption of electricity demand growth at about the

traditional rate of 7% p.a. appears almost certain unless

economic stagnation continues and electricity fails to displace

more costly oil.

6.6 In summary, energy is a key economic factor; the recent poor

performance of many countries is largely attributable to oil;

Canadian economic performance can be improved by electricity.
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TABLE 1

ELECTRICITY DEMAND PROJECTIONS

E = electricity demand (109 kVJ.h)

G - GNP (1O9 1971 $'s)

P - population (106) .

g = per-capi ta GNP = G/P (103 1971 $ ' s )

E = aGb

i dP 1
P * dt J

i . e . , Elec. growth rate = b Q>er cap. GNP rate + pop. ra te ]

1 dE b d G . f l d g
E * dt " G * dt D |_ g * dt

PROJECTIONS: OBSERVED TREND

Project ion

Low
Mean
High

1
1
1

b

.275

.275

.275

Growth r a t e
Per-cap. GNP

2.00
3.04
4.09

(% p . a . )
Pop.

0.831
1.133
1.577

ft

Elec.

3.610
5.321
7.225

B . PROJECTIONS: WITH OIL SUBSTITUTION

Projection

Low
Mean
High

109 kW

Trend Oil

689
957

1369

.8

.2

.7

•h, year 2000

Substi tution

82.8
207.0
331.2

Total

772.6
1164.2
1700.9

Growth Rate
% p . a .

4.199
6.357
8.392

(105 b/d o i l = 41.4 x 109 kW-h/a e l e c t r i c i t y )
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FIGURE 3

ELECTRICITY DEMAND VERSUS GPP, ONTARIO
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PER-CAPITA GNP, CANADA
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